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Networks are the backbone of modern HPC systems. They serve as a critical piece of infrastructure, tying together applications, analytics, storage and visualization. Despite this importance, we have not fully 
explored how evolving communication paradigms and network design will impact scientific workloads. As networks expand in the race towards Exascale, we must reexamine this relationship, so that the community 
better understands (1) characteristics and trends in HPC communication, (2) how to best design HPC networks and (3) opportunities in the future to save power or enhance the performance. My thesis is that I can 
improve application performance and system power usage by gaining a detailed understanding of HPC communication on both the network endpoints and fabric; specifically, I address the problem of network-
induced memory contention, quantify the power/performance tradeoffs for dragonfly topologies in HPC networks, and increase the scalability/responsiveness of large-scale network monitoring.  This 
dissertation highlights opportunities for improving network performance and power efficiency, while uncovering pitfalls (and mitigation strategies) brought about by shifting trends in HPC communication.

• RMA and Multithreaded becoming increasingly prevalent
• Core count increasing and more applications using one-sided

• Evaluate correctness and performance of RMA+Multithreaded

Introducing the RMA-MT benchmark suite

• Supports Four Synchronization Methods
• RMA Puts and Gets

LogP extension (TAN): accurately model data aggregation
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Remote operations have potential to create contention

STREAM performance with(out) NiMC for varying Architectures 

NiMC impacts many workloads, increasing at scale

Three possible solutions (Offload NICs, Core Reservation, 
and RDMA Bandwidth Throttling)

Random Forests to detect presence of NiMC, predict 
impact and rank feature importance.

Latency Bandwidth Message Rate Converted HPCCG 
MiniMD & MiniFE

Performance and power costs for different degrees of tapering number of global links and reducing link width

• Introduced metric and visualization for characterizing 
port level network performance at largescale

• Detailed simulation of 100,000 node Dragonfly Networks
• Explored topology design decisions for 11 HPC workloads

Improved monitoring responsiveness detects route changes otherwise missed by previous SNMP implementation

Least Squares regression of tree fanout provides greater accuracy than simple additive function of original LogP model

Feature importance and histograms of least/most important feature

• Current Network Monitoring not scalable  e.g. SNMP, or OpenSM
Implement a on-switch push-based monitoring agent


